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Meteorological Services 





IMD’s Operational Weather Forecasting System



Forecast IMD’s spectrum

 Public Weather Local Forecast

 Sub-Divisional short range Forecast

 Tropical Cyclone Forecast & Warnings

 Forecasts related to all other Natural Disasters

 Long Range Forecast of Monsoon

 Climate Forecast services/ Regional Forum

 Sea State Forecast -Shipping & Fisheries

 Coastal Zone Forecasts

 Forecasts to Aviation

 Forecasts for Agriculture- Agro-advisory Services, Crop-Yield 
forecast

 Flood & Drought Forecasts

 Customized Forecasts to different Sectors- Power, Tourism, 
Defense, Adventure, Road/Railway transports, Public Utility, VIP 
functions, Strategic operations, Space, etc



Weather data and forecast has become an important guidance in dealing with 

emergency situations both in pre and post  events . The societal impact in 

terms of saving man and material is virtually incalculable as has been 

highlighted in the recent high impact weather events Uttarkashi and phailin

Cyclone . The trend proves that weather data will not only remain an 

important factor in the decisions that are made at an individual level but would 

also affect  the Governmental policies at the micro and macro level especially 

in the field related to  agriculture and social sector. 

The application of geospatial technology in weather monitoring specially climatic changes , 

analysis and planning cannot be undermined. The GIS based decision support systems have 

achieved a fair amount success in Disaster mitigation programs of the Government. So the 

development has  it’s  implications on society.

. IMD has initiated lot of geospatial activities in the recent years that have proved beneficial of the 

people across spectrum. 



Modernisation of Forecasting System : 
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 The technological advancement especially in the
telecommunication sector has given a new impetus to
providing Weather services in public. It has opened new
vistas for handshaking with the new technologies like
mobile - android applications to bridge the “last mile
connectivity “ by providing instant location specific
weather-related information in textual as well as graphic
format to the man on the move .
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